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What we said in our Note Circulated 
on 19th April, 2021



Why had the market fallen so much
• Weakness started with the rising Bond yields in the USA

• There was an apprehension that Fed will start tightening the monetary policy and this
would lead to flight of capital from emerging markets

• Rising inflation set at rest expectations of a rate cut by RBI in the near future

• The last straw has been an explosion of Covid cases in India:

• Started with Maharashtra and other western states but has now engulfed the entire
nation

• Fear of Lockdown has come up again (even though the State Govts are trying to
ensure that economic activity does not come to a standstill completely)

• Shortage of vaccine and medical facilities (beds, oxygen, life saving drugs) has
compounded the fear

• Unchecked crowding in election rallies and at the Kumbh Mela are expected to
further worsen and already grim situation.

• Sentiments are at an all time low and uncertainty at an all time high



Which sectors have been affected more

Except for the Auto, Realty and Metals all the other 
sectoral indices touched their all time high in 2021

Index 52WH Date 52WH Price ▲(CMP,52WH**) ATH* Date ATH Price ▲(CMP,ATH)

S&P Bse Bankex 16-02-2021 42655.21 -14.9% 16-02-2021 42655.21 -14.9%

S&P Bse Realty 04-03-2021 2909.94 -14.7% 08-01-2008 13848.09 -82.1%

S&P Bse Auto 09-02-2021 25072.54 -11.7% 20-12-2017 27031.02 -18.1%

S&P Bse Sensex 16-02-2021 52516.76 -7.0% 16-02-2021 52516.76 -7.0%

S&P Bse IT 12-04-2021 28385.91 -5.5% 12-04-2021 28385.91 -5.5%

S&P Bse Midcap 04-03-2021 21085.51 -4.4% 04-03-2021 21085.51 -4.4%

S&P Bse Consumer Durables 09-04-2021 33763.96 -4.0% 09-04-2021 33763.96 -4.0%

S&P Bse Metal 08-04-2021 16709.89 -3.6% 04-01-2008 20494.62 -21.4%

S&P Bse Smallcap 09-04-2021 21667.13 -3.0% 09-04-2021 21667.13 -3.0%

S&P Bse FMCG 09-04-2021 13123.79 -1.6% 09-04-2021 13123.79 -1.6%

S&P Bse Healthcare 16-04-2021 23107.27 -0.4% 12-04-2021 23047.46 -0.2% *ATH – All Time High
**52WH – 52 Week High

Banking, Realty and Auto have underperformed Sensex from 
their 52WH while Small Cap and Mid Cap Index have 
outperformed



How are our portfolio positioned and what are we doing? 

Pavan Sir

Sector Model 
Weight (%)

Actual 
Weight (%)

View What are we doing

Financials 20 16.8 Medium Term Negative 1. Underweight vis-à-vis Model
2. Almost 1/3rd of our weight in Financials is to 
Credit Card and Insurance

Consumer 18 14.7 Minimal Impact Buying on dips

IT Services 14 12.3 No Impact Almost fully invested

Cyclicals 12 9.7 Impact largely in the price Buying on dips

Auto 9 7.0 May be impacted We have larger allocation to globally exposed 
companies and tractors

Chemicals 6 6.3 Minimal Impact Fully invested

Metals 6 4.7 No Impact Substantial Allocation already invested

Diversified 5 3.9 Minimal Impact Buying on dips

Pharma 3 3.3 No Impact Fully invested

Telecom 3 3.0 No Impact Fully invested

Cash 4 18.2 For transactional purposes Disproportionately higher level of cash to take 
advantage of market volatility

Most of the sectors and stocks that we have invested in have minimal to no impact 



Opinions
Excerpt from the presentation from Neelkanth Mishra,Credit Suisse

I. Expects intensity of pandemic (i.e. fatalities) to 
fade by end Apr in Maharashtra and mid-May in 
rest of the country. 

II. Key reason is that 87% of deaths are in 45+ 
population. In this age cohort, anti-body 
prevalence will be >50% by end-Apr aided by 
vaccinations. Fatality rate will reduce to as low as 
0.03-0.04%.  

III. Overall impact of 2nd wave should last only for 
next 15-30 days and not 2-3 months as is being 
widely expected. Impact on GDP growth should be 
<1%  

IV. Significant earnings downgrades not expected. 
Loan growth is key monitorable.  

V. Expects markets to turnaround quickly once panic 
subsides after Apr-end and markets to rally earlier 
than the actual recovery as we saw last year.

“The first lockdown came at tremendous cost to 
society and the economy, but it bought us time to 
prepare our infrastructure and plan our strategy.
“A second lockdown will not make us any more 
prepared and the virus will still be waiting for us 
when we open up.
“There’s a good chance that we can stop the 
pandemic within the next six months if we take up 
mass vaccination on a war footing and vaccinate 
people between the ages of 20 to 45,who’re the real 
super-spreaders.”

Excerpts from Dr. Devi Shetty’s(Chairman and
Founder, Narayana Health) article



The way forward
1. Nifty support is at 14250, which as of now is holding

2. US market is at its All Time High and earnings outlook for US companies strong

3. We believe that the 2nd wave of Covid will not last as long as first 1st wave

4. Midcap & small cap index still technically not weak

5. IMF GDP growth projection for India is 12.5%. Even RBI in the recent policy maintains
FY22 GDP growth forecast at 10.5%

6. As long as Lockdown is local and not extended, analysts believe that there is very little
scope for an earnings downgrade

7. Past corrections have shown that fear quotient rises with market fall and on most
occasions investors end up staying out of the market in the last leg of the correction



UPDATE



Trends after we first circulated the 
note



Covid-19 Second Wave: 
Declining from the Peak 

Source: Economic Times

Source: mygov.in

Daily case count peaked on 1st

May with more than 4 lakh 
cases reported on a single day;
The daily case count has 
reduced to 2.76 lakh 



Availability of Covid vaccine improving 
exponentially

By October 2021 over 50 crore incremental vaccine doses will become available



Corporate commentary: Positive

Source: ET Now



Corporate commentary: Negative

Source: ET Now

Source: Nirmal Bang



Views of Economists and Industry 
Leaders



Market Trends after the 1st note and 
the way forward
´ We circulated this note first on 19th April’21. The Nifty closing was 14,359 on that day

´ Since then, Nifty has shown momentum and has now decisively closed above 15,000 
levels

´ Summary

´ Despite all the negative sentiment the market was resilient 

´ As stated  Nifty Mid Cap 100 and Nifty Small Cap 100 indices which were 
technically stronger rallied more than the Nifty

Index 19-Apr-21 20-May-21 Return
Nifty 50 14,359 15175 6%
Nifty Mid Cap 100 23,256 25,413 9%

Nifty Small Cap 100 8,066 9,089 13%



Outlook 
´ Nifty has now breached the resistance at the upper end of its channel at 15000 points and is 

holding firm. 
´ Nifty Mid Cap 100 and Nifty Small Cap 100 indices continue  showing signs of good   

momentum
´ Most corporate results have exceeded expectations and may have contributed to the resilience 

of the markets
´ Q1FY22 results will be watched with bated breaths as the damage of the extended Lockdown at 

company levels will be visible better
´ This time rural areas have also been affected by the spread of the virus. It is to be seen if a good 

monsoon offsets the damage.
´ Macro hit is already known with most economists downgrading FY22 GDP growth estimates by 

1.5% to 2%
´ Inflation concerns emerging in Developed markets have been absorbed well by their markets as 

well as emerging markets
´ Conclusion: There will always be some or other negative concern, big or small, which will 

keep emerging from time to time. Buy the dips and hold on to your position in equity as long as 
your asset allocation is proper



Thank you



Safe Harbour
´ Opportunity Note

´ This presentation is being made available to you for your exclusive use and for the sole purpose of assisting you in deciding whether you 
wish to proceed with a further investigation of the Company.

´ Confidentiality

´ The information and opinions contained in this presentation are strictly confidential. Accordingly, the contents of this presentation and 
any other information or opinions subsequently supplied or given to you will constitute Confidential Information.  .

´ On no account may this presentation (or any part of it) be copied, disclosed or made available to any person other than the recipient to 
whom it is addressed without the prior permission being obtained from Citrus Advisors Pvt Ltd in writing.

´ You are also reminded that Citrus may insist on the execution of a Confidentiality Agreement for any further disclosure of information or 
for the disclosure of the contents of this presentation by you to any third party who will also be expected to be strictly bound by the terms 
of the Confidentiality Agreement

´ It is understood that you have agreed that you will on request return or procure the return of this presentation and all further information 
and material sent or made available in connection with the Proposed Transaction.

´ Disclaimer

´ The presentation contains ‘forward looking statements that are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause 
actual results to differ from forecasts

´ The presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or necessarily to contain all the information that a prospective investor may desire in 
investigating the Company or its divisions, and may be subject to updating, revision or amendment.


